Science for Georgia’s Beach Stewardship Coloring Book

Learn More:
Going to the beach is fun! Can you draw yourself on the beach?
Oh no! There’s dangerous trash in the water that might hurt the fish. Can you find and circle all the trash in the water?
You got all the trash out of the water! Can you draw an arrow from the trash to the trash can?
Playing in the sand is fun, but we have to be careful! Can you fill in the hole so that no animals fall in it?
Can you turn off the flashlight so this Mama sea turtle and her babies can follow the moon?
These birds have flown a long way to rest and lay their eggs! Can you make sure that no one disturbs them?
Big piles of sand on the beach are called sand dunes! While they look very fun to play in, snakes live there and like to be left alone. Can you draw a home for these snakes in the sand dunes?
There are lots of animals that live in the sea! Sometimes they come up to the beach, and we have to be careful not to touch them. How many can you count?